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An Introduction to Political Philosophy (Routledge Revivals) 2010-01-14
first published in 1953 this seminal introduction to political philosophy is intended for both the student of political theory and
for the general reader after an introduction which explains the nature and purpose of philosophy dr murray provides a
critical examination of the principle theories advanced by political philosophers from plato to marx paying special attention
to contemporary issues the book also makes an attempt to define the essential issues of philosophical significance in
contemporary politics with special reference to the conflict between political authority and individual rights and to show how
the different moral assumptions underlying authoritarian and democratic systems of government are ultimately based upon
different theories of logic

History of Political Philosophy 2012-06-15
designed for undergraduate students a historical survey of the most important political philosophers in the western tradition
this volume provides an unequaled introduction to the thought of chief contributors to the western tradition of political
philosophy from classical greek antiquity to the twentieth century written by specialists on the various philosophers this third
edition has been expanded significantly to include both new and revised essays

Leo Strauss and the Problem of Political Philosophy 2014-06-30
this critical study of the influential political theorist dispels popular myths and reveals the inner logic of his varied and
notoriously complex writings political theorist leo strauss was unexpectedly thrust into the media spotlight for his alleged
influence on neoconservative politics with the truth about leo strauss michael and catherine zuckert challenged the many
claims and speculations about this complex thinker now with leo strauss and the problem of political philosophy they offer a
more comprehensive interpretation of strauss s thought using the many manifestations of the problem of political philosophy
as their touchstone strauss they argue sought to restore political philosophy to its original socratic form this is demonstrated
through his critique of positivism and historicism two intellectual currents that undermined his socratic project the authors
also explore strauss s interpretation of both ancient and modern political philosophers including plato aristotle machiavelli
and locke finally they examine strauss s thought in the context of the twentieth century when his chief interlocutors were
schmitt husserl heidegger and nietzsche leo strauss and the problem of political philosophy is the most in depth treatment of
this often misunderstood thinker examining his ideas across his long career it reveals strauss s overall intellectual project to
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decode how ancient and modern theory attempted to solve the problem of political philosophy and it shows why strauss
considered the ancient solution both philosophically and politically superior

On the History of Political Philosophy 2015-07-14
intended for use in courses on political philosophy or the history of political philosophy on the history of political philosophy
provides a critical account of western political philosophy from classical greece to modern times demonstrating the
continued relevance of historical ideas to today s problems the author traces ongoing discussions about justice power and
human nature by examining the ideas of key political theorists

Hegel's Political Philosophy 2012-11-26
a new edition of the first systematic reading of hegel s political philosophy elements of the philosophy of right is widely
acknowledged to be one of the most important works in the history of political philosophy this is the first book on the subject
to take hegel s system of speculative philosophy seriously as an important component of any robust understanding of this
text

Political Philosophy 2012-10-30
div who ought to govern why should i obey the law how should conflict be controlled what is the proper education for a
citizen and a statesman these questions probe some of the deepest and most enduring problems that every society
confronts regardless of time and place today we ask the same crucial questions about law authority justice and freedom that
plato aristotle machiavelli hobbes locke rousseau and tocqueville faced in previous centuries in this lively and enlightening
book professor steven b smith introduces the wide terrain of political philosophy through the classic texts of the discipline
works by the greatest thinkers illuminate the permanent problems of political life smith shows and while we may not accept
all their conclusions it would be a mistake to overlook the relevance of their insights div

Political Philosophy 2018-02-12
in this sophisticated yet accessible text hampton neatly synthesizes the classical tradition the giants of the modern period
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the dominant topics of the 20th century as well as the new questions and concerns that are just beginning to rewrite
contemporary political philosophy political philosophy perhaps even more than other branches of philosophy calls for
constant renewal to reflect not just re readings of the tradition but also the demands of current events in this lively and
readable survey jean hampton has created a text for our time that does justice both to the great traditions of the field and to
the newest developments in a marvelous feat of synthesis she links the classical tradition the giants of the modern period
the dominant topics of the twentieth century and the new questions and concerns that are just beginning to rewrite
contemporary political philosophy hampton presents these traditions in an engaging and accessible manner adding to them
her own views and encouraging readers to critically examine a range of ideas and to reach their own conclusions of
particular interest are the discussions of the contemporary liberalism communitarianism debates the revival of interest in
issues of citizenship and nationality and the way in which feminist concerns are integrated into all these discussions political
philosophy is the most modern text on the topic now available the ideal guide to what is going on in the field it will be
welcomed by scholars and students in philosophy and political science and it will serve as an introduction for readers from
outside these fields

An Introduction to Political Philosophy 2019-04-25
an updated comprehensive and thematic introduction to political philosophy enabling readers to reflect critically on a variety
of political issues

Political Philosophy 2012-06-01
from greek antiquity to the latest theories this historical survey of political philosophy not only covers the major thinkers in
the field but also explores the theme of how political philosophy relates to the nature of man it illustrates how the great
political thinkers have always grounded their political thought in what the author terms a normative anthropology which
typically has not only ethical but metaphysical and or theological components starting with the ancient greek sophists author
michael j white examines how thinkers over the centuries have approached such political and philosophical concerns as
justice morality and human flourishing offering substantial studies of among others plato aristotle cicero locke hobbes
rousseau marx and j s mill white highlights the impact of christianity on political philosophy illustrating the diversity of that
impact by studies of augustine aquinas and marsilius of padua concluding with an in depth analysis of john rawls and
contemporary liberal political philosophy this text blends insight and information in a refreshing and useful manner a brief
epilogue considers both the value and the limitations of political philosophy and its study
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Scientific Statesmanship, Governance and the History of Political
Philosophy 2015-02-11
over the centuries the question of good or effective governance has undergone several transformations and ramifications to
fit within certain social cultural and historical contexts what defines political knowledge what is the measure of expert
political leadership various interpretations perspectives and re conceptualizations emerge as one moves from plato to the
present this edited book explores the relationship between political expertise which is defined as scientific statesmanship or
governance and political leadership throughout the history of ideas an outstanding group of experts study and analyze the
ideas of significant philosophers such as plato aristotle augustine machiavelli hobbes locke montesquieu kant burke comte
and weber among others the contributors aim to interpret these thinkers approaches to scientific statesmanship deepening
our understanding of the idea itself and decoding its theoretical complexities in the face of the ongoing crisis of the
traditional party system and the eroding structures within the new cultural financial and political environment in the era of
globalization tracing the connection between plato s idealist statesmanship to twentieth century modernist politics is an
important and ever challenging enterprise one that promises to interest scholars of the history of western political thought
philosophy classics and the classical tradition political science and sociology

Regime and Education 2023-10-16
this volume is an inquiry into the history of political philosophy by way of the general theme of education each contributor
addresses the relationship between a particular political philosopher s broad teaching on the best political order and that
political philosopher s teaching about education the unifying contention of the work is that each political philosopher
considered in the volume promotes a certain kind of political regime and therefore a particular mode of education essential
to that regime each chapter written by a separate contributor is distinguished from the others primarily by the political
philosopher being considered the book has a chapter dedicated to each of the following political philosophers plato
xenophon aristotle machiavelli bacon locke rousseau tocqueville and nietzsche the volume provides a survey of educational
models by some of the greatest thinkers of the west while continually demonstrating that the two themes of politics and
education are inseparable
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Leo Strauss on Political Philosophy 2021-12-24
leo strauss is known primarily for reviving classical political philosophy through careful analyses of works by ancient thinkers
as with his published writings strauss s seminars devoted to specific philosophers were notoriously dense accessible only to
graduate students and scholars with a good command of the subject in 1965 however strauss offered an introductory course
on political philosophy at the university of chicago using a conversational style he sought to make political philosophy as well
as his own ideas and methods understandable to those with little background on the subject leo strauss on political
philosophy brings together the lectures that comprise strauss s introduction to political philosophy strauss begins by
emphasizing the importance of political philosophy in determining the common good of society and critically examining the
two most powerful contemporary challenges to the possibility of using political theory to learn about and develop the best
political order positivism and historicism in seeking the common good classical political philosophers like plato and aristotle
did not distinguish between political philosophy and political science today however political philosophy must contend with
the contemporary belief that it is impossible to know what the good society really is strauss emphasizes the need to study
the history of political philosophy to see whether the changes in the understanding of nature and conceptions of justice that
gradually led people to believe that it is not possible to determine what the best political society is are either necessary or
valid in doing so he ranges across the entire history of political philosophy providing a valuable thematically coherent
foundation including explications of many canonical thinkers such as auguste comte and immanuel kant about whom strauss
did not write extensively in his published writings

Problems of Political Philosophy 1992
we are currently witnessing an increasingly influential counterrevolution in political theory evident in the dialectical return to
classical political science pioneered most prominently by leo strauss and eric voegelin in this context the work of the
relatively unknown aurel kolnai is of great importance kolnai was one of the greatest thinkers of the twentieth century to
place the restoration of common sense evaluation and philosophical realism at the center of his philosophical and political
itinerary in this volume daniel j mahoney presents kolnai s major writings in political philosophy writings that explore in ways
that are diverse but complementary kolnai s critique of progressive or egalitarian democracy the title essay contains kolnai s
fullest account of the limits of liberty understood as emancipation from traditional natural or divine restraints the utopian
mind a pr cis of kolnai s critique of utopianism in a posthumous book of the same title appears here for the first time
conservative and revolutionary ethos kolnai s remarkable 1972 essay comparing conservative and revolutionary approaches
to political life appears for the first time in english translation the volume also includes a critically sympathetic evaluation of
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michael oakeshott s rationalism in politics and an incisive criticism of jacques maritain s efforts to synthesize christian
orthodoxy and progressive politics privilege and liberty and other essays in political philosophy is a searching critique of
political utopianism as well as a pathbreaking articulation of conservative constitutionalism as the true support for human
liberty properly understood it is a major contribution to christian and conservative political reflection in our ti

Privilege and Liberty and Other Essays in Political Philosophy 1999
this is political philosophy is an accessible and well balanced introduction to the main issues in political philosophy written by
an author team from the fields of both philosophy and politics this text connects issues at the core of political philosophy
with current live debates in policy politics and law and addresses different ideals of political organization such as democracy
liberty equality justice and happiness written with great clarity this is political philosophy is accessible and engaging to those
who have little or no prior knowledge of political philosophy and is supported with supplemental pedagogical and instructor
material on the this is philosophy series site available at wiley com en us thisisphilosophy
thisispoliticalphilosophyanintroduction

This Is Political Philosophy 2016-12-27
the revised and updated edition of goodin and pettit s highly acclaimed contemporary political philosophy anthology bringing
together the field s most important readings in a single volume unparalleled in the breadth and scope of its coverage this
newly revised third edition traces the evolution of political philosophy as a contemporary practice and raises important
questions about the impact of current political events fully updated to include 49 contemporary and classic selections from
the most distinguished scholars in political philosophy offers expanded coverage of international affairs and political
oppression includes essays which represent a diversity of political and ideological positions and features interdisciplinary
voices in politics law and economics edited by two of the field s most highly respected scholars the ideal collection of
primary readings to accompany the companion to contemporary political philosophy second edition wiley blackwell 2012 for
coursework in political philosophy

Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Anthology 2019-05-07
this book discusses the political philosophy of paul ricoeur more precisely it offers a sustained engagement with ricoeur s
political thought in a way that demonstrates both the significance of the political in his own thinking throughout his career
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and how ricoeur s understanding of the political offers something valuable to current discussions in political philosophy a
second goal is to begin to fill a gap in ricoeur studies and situate his work on political ethics more fully in contemporary
discussions about political thought in this way ricoeur can be seen as a figure pertinent to recent trends in political
philosophy that make political thinking more realistic to the conditions for political life the various essays in the book move
along intersecting but different trajectories first as some of these essays attest the concept of the political is a pervasive
theme that runs throughout ricoeur s corpus in this way a theme throughout the book examines this notion of the political as
well as how it relates to his more well known work in other areas second and related the historical understanding of
perennial issues in political philosophy are most often updated by those standing in the lineage of those who have come
before as such ricoeur s hermeneutical orientation has moved him to engage contemporaries who attempt to think forward
in various ways this tradition for current situations unlike most who engage in political thought ricoeur goes where others
dare not namely to those who appear to be opponents but as he shows offer perspectives worth more consideration in the
name of the best of political thinking in this light ricoeur s hermeneutical orientation is again a unique framework for
understanding the nature of political engagement an orientation in what follows that highlights the ways that ricoeur and a
ricoeurian perspective cross philosophical orientations to develop a unique understanding of political thought that is different

Paul Ricoeur and the Task of Political Philosophy 2013
a reissue of the 1975 edition of strauss views regarding the nature of political philosophy

An Introduction to Political Philosophy 1989
the crisis of western civilization is a crisis of public philosophy this is the charge of public philosophy and political science a
stunning new collection of essays edited by e robert statham jr vividly cataloging the decay of the moral and intellectual
foundations of civic liberty the book portrays a generation of americans alienated from institutions built on public philosophy
the work exposes the failure of america s political scientists to acknowledge and understand this alarming crisis in the
american body politic the distinguished contributors examine the evolution of public philosophy the inextricable relationship
between politics and philosophy and the interplay between public philosophy the constitution natural law and government
they reveal the dire threat to deliberative democracy and the fundamental order of constitutional society posed by public
philosophy s waning power to refine cultivate and civilize the work is an indictment of a society which has discarded a way of
life rooted in natural law democracy and the traditions of civility and is a denunciation of an educated elite that has divorced
itself from the standards upon which public philosophy rests it is essential reading for philosophers and political and social
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scientists seeking to resurrect the standards of american public life

Hannah Arendt and the Search for a New Political Philosophy 1981-06-18
this ambitious and lively book argues for a rehabilitation of the concept of human needs as central to politics and political
theory contemporary political philosophy has focused on issues of justice and welfare to the exclusion of the important
issues of political participation democratic sovereignty and the satisfaction of human needs and this has had a deleterious
effect on political practice lawrence hamilton develops a compelling positive conception of human needs the evaluation of
needs must be located within a more general analysis of institutions but can in turn help to justify forms of coercive
authority that are directed toward the transformation of political and social institutions and practices his argument is
animated throughout by provocative and original discussions of topics such as autonomy recognition rights civil society
liberalism and democracy and will interest a wide range of readers in political and social philosophy political theory law
development and policy

Public Philosophy and Political Science 2002
first published in 1948 the state and the citizen traces the development of the idea of the state as the ultimate source of
authority the author then proceeds to suggest the proper ends and limitation of state action he analyses the conceptions of
state unity and corporate loyalty and ends with a discussion on the relations between states and other associations and
between one state and another this short and lucid introduction to political philosophy is an essential read for students and
scholars of political philosophy philosophy and political studies

The Political Philosophy of Needs 2003-08-14
both topical and historical this book guides the reader through the intricacies of political theory enabling them to trace their
way through a debate fixing historical and theoretical points of reference along the way

The State and the Citizen 2021-11-29
all political action has in itself a directedness towards knowledge of the good of the good life or of the good society for the
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good society is the complete political good if this directedness becomes explicit if men make it their explicit goal to acquire
knowledge of the good life and of the good society political philosophy emerges the theme of political philosophy is mankind
s great objectives freedom and government or empire objectives which are capable of lifting all men beyond their poor
selves political philosophy is that branch of philosophy which is closest to political life to non philosophic life to human life
from what is political philosophy what is political philosophy a collection of ten essays and lectures and sixteen book reviews
written between 1943 and 1957 contains some of leo strauss s most famous writings and some of his most explicit
statements of the themes that made him famous the title essay records strauss s sole extended articulation of the meaning
of political philosophy itself other essays discuss the relation of political philosophy to history give an account of the political
philosophy of the non christian middle ages and of classic european modernity and present his theory of esoteric writing

Political Philosophy A-Z 2019-08-06
excerpt from an introduction to political philosophy political philosophy cannot be learnt from text books if it be true that
nature always does contrive that every boy and every gal that s born into the world alive is either a little liberal or else a
little conservative then the most interesting problems of political philosophy must remain matters of controversy it is
perhaps for this reason that students are generally asked to approach the subject by way of the study of the writings of
certain political philosophers that are generally regarded as classical or it may be because as aristotle said it would probably
be right to suppose that not only these but all other political discoveries have been made repeatedly or rather an infinite
number of times in the lapse of ages it is our duty then while we avail ourselves adequately of the discoveries of the past to
endeavour to fill up the deficiencies that remain politics bk iv chap 10 about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

What is Political Philosophy? And Other Studies 1988-10-15
a history of political philosophy from thucydides to locke is an engaged and lucid account of the major political theorists and
philosophers of the ancient greek roman medieval renaissance and early modern periods the author demonstrates the
continuing significance of some political debates and problems that originated in the history of western political thought
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recurring themes include discussions concerning human nature different views of justice the origin of government and law
the rise and development of various forms of government idealism and realism in international relations the distinction
between just and unjust war and the sources of public authority and the nature of legitimate sovereignty the organizing
principle of the book is the idea that the great political thinkers were searching for the best political order and a criterion for
human conduct in both domestic and international politics the book presupposes no previous knowledge of the subject it is
therefore a valuable introductory book for students of philosophy politics and international relations as it opens eyes to the
perceptions that historical knowledge may convey it is also an illuminating and engaging reading for a general reader

An Introduction to Political Philosophy 2015-06-15
is the way in which political philosophy is conducted today too ahistorical does such ahistoricism render political philosophy
too abstract is political philosophy thus incapable of dealing with the realities of political life this volume brings together
some of the world s leading political philosophers to address these crucial questions the contributors focus especially on
political philosophy s pretensions to universality and on its strained relationship with the world of real politics some chapters
argue that political philosophers should not be cowed by the accusations levied against them from outside of their own field
others insist that these accusations require a dramatic reshaping of normative political thought the volume will spark
controversy across political philosophy and beyond

A History of Political Philosophy: From Thucydides to Locke 2010
this book introduces the student to active philosophical thinking about political ideas offering a more stimulating approach to
the subject than traditional chronological surveys the first edition was hailed by the times literary supplement as the best
introduction to political philosophy for a long time this thoroughly revised second edition brings its coverage up to date for
the 1990s with material reorganised to be fully accessible for the beginner

Political Philosophy versus History? 2011-08-04
this book by richard g stevens is a comprehensive introduction to the nature of political philosophy it offers definitions of
philosophy and politics showing the tension between the two and the origin of political philosophy as a means of resolution
of that tension plato and aristotle are examined in order to see the search for the best political order inquiry is then made
into political philosophy s new tension brought about by the growth of revealed religion in the middle ages it then examines
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the changes introduced by modernity and gives an overview of postmodern political thought the book covers the most
influential philosophers and directs readers to the classics of political philosophy guiding them in studying them it is an
approachable introduction to a complex subject not just a history of it it is a point of entry into the subject for students and
for others as well

Problems of Political Philosophy 1990-09-21
first published in 1982 this volume is a collection of original essays by young british philosophers reflecting the state of
political philosophy for many years contemporary political philosophy could with justice have been accused of triviality and
sterility but by the early 1980s the substantive and normative questions were firmly back at the centre of debate as this
volume demonstrates it falls into three parts in the first the essays examine aspects of the conception of human nature that
must underlie political beliefs in particular the vital notions of interest and personhood in part ii they evaluate different and
supposedly conflicting political ideals liberty and equality individual rights and socialism and in part iii explore the bases of
acceptable forms of political organisation where political obedience does not reduce to moral obligation and where genuine
freedom of expression is possible the essays do not stem from a single political standpoint although all are written from
within the analytical tradition they go to the roots of these perennial issues with arguments that are clear and forthright and
as a collection they will serve as both an important addition and a bracing introduction to the subject

Political Philosophy 2010-10-18
oxford studies in political philosophy the series aims to publish some of the best contemporary work in the vibrant field of
political philosophy and its closely related subfields including jurisprudence normative economics political theory in political
science departments and just war theory

Contemporary Political Philosophy 1982-06-24
this volume includes 22 new pieces by leading political philosophers on traditional issues such as authority and equality and
emerging issues such as race and money in politics the pieces are clear and accessible will interest both students and
scholars working in philosophy political science law economics and more
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Oxford Studies in Political Philosophy, Volume 2 2016
this book introduces readers to the concepts of political philosophy it starts by explaining why the subject is important and
how it tackles basic ethical questions such as how should we live together in society it looks at political authority the reasons
why we need politics at all the limitations of politics and whether there are areas of life that shouldn t be governed by
politics it explores the connections between political authority and justice a constant theme in political philosophy and the
ways in which social justice can be used to regulate rather than destroy a market economy david miller discusses why
nations are the natural units of government and whether the rise of multiculturalism and transnational co operation will
change this will we ever see the formation of a world government about the series the very short introductions series from
oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way
to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to
make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

The Oxford Handbook of Political Philosophy 2012-07-19
the routledge companion to social and political philosophy is a comprehensive definitive reference work providing an up to
date survey of the field charting its history and key figures and movements and addressing enduring questions as well as
contemporary research features unique to the companion are an extensive coverage of the history of social and political
thought including separate chapters on the development of political thought in the islamic world india and china as well in
modern germany france and britain a focus on the core concepts and the normative foundations of social and political theory
a seven chapter section devoted exclusively to distributive justice the central issue of political philosophy since rawls theory
of justice extensive coverage of global justice and international issues which recently have emerged as vital topics an eight
chapter section on issues in social and political philosophy the companion is divided into eight thematic sections the history
of social and political theory political theories and ideologies normative foundations the national state and beyond
distributive justice political concepts concepts and methods in social philosophy issues in social and political philosophy
comprised of sixty nine newly commissioned essays by leading scholars from throughout the world the routledge companion
to social and political philosophy is the most comprehensive and authoritative resource in social and political philosophy for
students and scholars
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The Value of Political Philosophy 1900
politics is hugely complex some try to reduce its complexity by examining it through an ideological worldview a one size fits
all prescriptive formula or a quantitative examination of as many facts as possible yet politics cannot be adequately handled
as if it were made of cells and particles ideological views are oversimplifying and sometimes dangerous politics is not simply
a moral matter nor political philosophy a subdivision of moral philosophy this book is devised as a basic conceptual lexicon
for all those who want to understand what politics is how it works and how it changes or fails to change key concepts such as
power conflict legitimacy and order are clearly defined and their interplay in the state interstate and global level explored
principles such as liberty equality justice and solidarity are discussed in the context of the political choices confronting us
this compact and systematic introduction to the categories needed to grasp the fundamentals of politics will appeal to
readers who want to gain a firmer grasp on the workings of politics as well as to scholars and students of philosophy political
science and history

Political Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction 2003-06-26
power to the people examines the teaching of political philosophy in what is taken to be skeptical times author avner de
shalit encourages political philosophers to remain committed to the analytical achievements of political philosophy while also
revising and improving the teachings of the discipline to be more in tune with the demands of democratic society using
highly accessible language de shalit argues that distinguishing political philosophy from politics is methodologically and
normatively wrong that political philosophy can empower its students and that political philosophy should be democraticized
de shalit s radical and provocative theory will fascinate anyone involved in politics philosophy and education

The Routledge Companion to Social and Political Philosophy 2012-12-20
in this book wolff looks at the works of plato hobbes locke rousseau mill marx and rawls and examines how the debates
between these philosophers have developed

Conceptualizing Politics 2017-04-21
this book relates hegel to preceding and succeeding political philosophers the hegelian notion of the interdependence of
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political philosophy and its history is demonstrated by the links established between hegel and his predecessors and
successors hegel s political theory is illuminated by essays showing its critical assimilation of plato and hobbes and by
studies reviewing subsequent critiques of its standpoint by stirner marx and collingwood the relevance of hegel to
contemporary political philosophy is highlighted in essays which compare hegel to lyotard and rawls

Power to the People 2006
ronald beiner focuses on twelve prominent twentieth century philosophers and employs critical dialogue to clarify their
intellectual contributions to the field of political philosophy

An Introduction to Political Philosophy 2006

Hegel and the History of Political Philosophy 1999-02-26

Political Philosophy 2014-08-11
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